How to Make Sock Puppets
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Materials Needed:

- Socks in any color or size (for our patterns size 8-10 is best and a
crew length or more to cover your wrist and some arm)
- Sewing pins
- Sewing needle
- Sewing thread in colors matching socks
- Cardboard cereal box
-给力 嘴 & Mouthpiece Pattern
- Red craft foam for mouth
- Felt (for animal ears, tongue, etc.)
- Wiggly eyes or buttons for eyes
- Hot glue and glue gun
- Scissors
- Permanent markers for drawing on the socks
- Other optional items; yarn for hair, Chenille sticks, etc.

Note: Some stitching and use of hot glue gun required

Part of our sock puppets require that you can hand sew a basic up and down stitch.
Although the decorating of the puppets can be done by older kids, the base of the
puppet should be done by an adult or someone who can use a basic handstitch.
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Make the Sock Puppet Base:

1. Have some sewing pins available for this step. Place the sock on your hand with the heel of the sock at your knuckles and the toe hanging out beyond your fingers.
2. Open your hand so that your thumb is below your other fingers as if opening a puppets mouth.
3. Using your opposite hand, push the sock toe between your thumb and fingers, toward the palm of your hand creating a mouth-like opening for the puppet.
4. Put a couple pins through each side of the puppet’s mouth to hold the mouth position. (see photos)
5. Without changing the position of the mouth, carefully take the sock off your hand.
6. Thread your sewing needle with a thread matching the sock. (photo example shows a contrasting color for easy viewing)

7. Using an up and down stitch, stitch a simple triangle at each side of the puppets mouth as shown in the photos.
8. Put your hand back into the puppet and get your marker. Make marks at the locations for the eyes, nose, ears, and other parts of the animal you are making. Take the puppet off your hand.

9. Using the pattern provided for the gluing base cut out the gluing base from a cereal box. Fold where the rectangular part meets the rounded part.
10. Put the gluing base inside your sock puppet so the thin half goes into the bottom of the mouth, and the fat half goes into the top of the mouth. (Depending on the size of your sock, you may have to adjust the size of the gluing base by cutting the ends a little. It does not need to be a perfect fit, but it should fill the areas of the puppet where you will need to glue parts onto the face and mouth.)
11. Cut out and prepare all the pieces needed for the animal you are making. (Our Easy Print PDF Copy contains patterns and instructions for all the animals shown in the photo.)
12. Heat up your glue gun.
13. Slip the foam mouthpiece into the puppet mouth without glue first to make sure it will fit correctly. It should fit inside the puppet’s lower mouth with the front edge of the foam, at the front edge of the puppet’s lower mouth. Remove and trim if needed.
14. Add hot glue to one side of the mouthpiece and insert it into the mouth, then quickly press down into place.
15. Glue the eyes, nose, and tongue if you have one onto your puppet. Depending on what type of animal you are making, you may want to pull the cardboard gluing base out and put it back in sideways so you have a flat surface to glue against for the ears that are attached on the sides of the head, such as a dog like ours.

Done!

These sock puppets are a terrific and inexpensive craft to make for your kids, for a child’s gift, or for your churches’ Sunday school group or school classroom.
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What projects do you like?
Please Tell Us

Bookmark US &
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Show off your Work!
When you finish this project...
Submit a photo by email to Projects@AOKcorral.com
We would love to see it and post it on this page.
(By submitting your photo, you are allowing us to post it on this page and share it with our visitors. Your first name and state/province may also be included.)
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